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Assalām Aleikum
Waleikum Assalām
Shalom
Shalom Aleichem

May peace be with you
And may peace be with you too
Peace
May peace be with you

Inspired by Murshid SAM’s never-ending search for peace in the Middle East, this dance
combines the common greeting in Arabic and Hebrew, using typical and common Middle Eastern movements of body prayer from both traditions.
Salam
As ‘Salam’ is one of the beautiful names of the One, the Arabic phrase also implies to
wish one another that God may be with you. As name of the One, this peace is not the
opposite of war, but a peace that transcends the duality peace – war.
Tradition has it that this greeting was the first thing the angel Gabriel spoke to the
Prophet Muhammad before asking him to recite the very first revealed sura of the
Qu’ran (Sura 96, Al-‘Alaq).
Shalom
The Hebrew greeting Shalom Aleichem is first found in Genesis 43:23 (some modern
translations actually skip this greeting) and is always used in this plural form, also
when greeting one person, both as a sign of respect and to greet both body and soul.
Like in the Arabic Salam, ‘Shalom’ is the all transcending peace, the peace that was before and at the beginning of Creation and that will return at the end of times, when the
last Sabbath will be everlasting. This Peace is remembered and hoped for at every
Sabbath.
Davvening
Davvening is Yiddish for ‘worship’. We first experienced davvening through the teachings of a student of Rabbi David Cooper. Cooper is certain that the body prayers we
now associate with Sufi Zikr, like the so-called hadrad, actually are from Jewish origin.
On many video recordings of Shlomo Carlebach, you can see his students do another
form of davvening. They sway forward and back. This typical form of davvening is
called shokkelen. For more on this, see Rabbi Pamela Frydman: ‘Calling on God’ (Wild
Earth Press, 2012).
The Jewish part of the Middle Eastern Greeting Dance asks for this shokkelen.

Dance movements
As this is a partner dance, first define partners
1.
2.
3.
4.
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8.

Assalam aleikum
Waleikum assalam
Assalam aleikum
Waleikum assalam
Shalom
Shalom Aleichem
Shalom
Shalom Aleichem

1. Circle moves to the right (anti clockwise), facing center in two steps (R – L – R - L)
on the rhythm of the music. On each right step, the heart and upper body move to
the right (zikr style), cleansing the heart. With the left foot, the upper body comes
back to center.
2. Dancers release hands, palms facing up in receiving gesture and make a half turn
(clockwise).
3. Repeat movement 1, now facing out, greeting the outside world, moving to the
right, so in fact returning to the starting position, though now with back to the center.
4. Repeat movement 2, ending up facing center.
5. Turn to your partner, hands on the heart, right foot in front, left behind and sway
forward and back two times with your partner (shokkelen), the hearts meeting and
praying for peace together.
6. Open arms to crescent moon and make half turn (clockwise, partners are not holding hands).
7. Repeat movement 5 with same partner.
8. Make one turn clockwise, on your own, arms as in 6, ending up facing center.
Hold hands in the circle, waiting for the end of the dance to start anew. Be aware
of the pause and use this time to breath together in peaceful harmony.

